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The shrewd intentions of the Rowley
Government on the selection process of
the Procurement Regulator
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The government shut down the debate and
subverted my democratic right to speak on this
matter in Parliament although I was on my feet
to speak and although the Opposition Chief

the ﬁrst Procurement Regulator.
This would subvert every good intention of
the Procurement Act passed in January
2015 and already amended twice by the
PNM to reduce the powers, autonomy and
independence of the Procurement Regulator.
What business does the Minister of Finance have in the recruitment process of
the Procurement Regulator when the Ministry of Finance itself is subject to the scrutiny of the Procurement Regulator?
This is an important matter to pay attention to because the whole purpose of a
good procurement system is to prevent
corruption and collusion.

No confidence in the Rowley Government
from the Business Community
In less than 20 months this Rowley government has lost the conﬁdence of the local and international investment community;
they have lost consumer conﬁdence, they have destroyed business conﬁdence in TT s prospects for the future and, except for
blind loyalists and direct beneﬁciaries of largesse, who constitute a clique, they have lost the conﬁdence of the people of Trinidad and Tobago.
Now, one by one, the ratings agencies and the multilateral institutions are
losing conﬁdence in the Rowley government.
And even the most optimistic among us, are losing hope.
The government is governing badly.
The economy is without direction.
The ﬁnances are being mismanaged.
Operations management does not exist.
The government is insensitive to the socio economic challenges of the poor,
the vulnerable, the unemployed, the working class and the middle class
The government does not understand business and the climate necessary
to support business enthusiasm.
Our independent institutions are now routinely subject to political interference
The government in terms of action and responsiveness is becoming more partisan
Misguided economic policies and ﬁnancial choices are now beginning to bite and the citizenry feels oppressed.
Many of the deals made and going to be made have an aura of corruption with involvement of party ﬁnanciers close to the
Leader.
And the crime situation gets worse. Murders continue. The detection rate is not improving. The deterioration in the Justice
system escalates. No results. No results.
There is little clarity, no meaningful demonstration of competence or command of solutions and a general unwillingness to
heed constructive criticism or good advice
The PNM government was not ready, the Rowley government is not able and Trinidad and Tobago must now summon its collective will.
We must prepare to build a broad based coalition of patriots and citizens concerned about Trinidad and Tobago's current
situation and our nation's future to rescue our country and do what is required to get us out of the recession and onto growth,
jobs and prosperity.

If you look at recent ads in the newspapers, you
will see that his Excellency the President has
taken charge of the Procurement Regulator
Recruitment Process to free the process from
Political Interference.

Note the Scandal about the
Seabridge pro-curement process.
Nobody knows who Bridgeman is and
how that company got the contract.
If Trinidad and Tobago had an
Independent Procurement Regulator,
he or she would investigate and report
to Parliament.

MP holds Retreat
at Caroni Central
Office to
Strengthen
the UNC

In a move to oﬀer dynamic and people-centered representation, Dr.
Bhoe Tewarie, MP for Caroni Central hosted a Retreat at the Caroni
Cen-tral Oﬃce on April 4. It was a moving and person-to-person
contact scenario as the full room openly discussed issues and
challenges facing not only the MP, but also the UNC and the nation
as a whole. Dr Tewarie, who in his own style, allowed everyone to
make their statements on, “how Caroni Central could make a serious
diﬀerence in repre-sentation, and also how the UNC could reignite
itself as a party to retake the corridors of power”, and the chorus was
that the UNC was not in its present incarnation being seen as an
alternative government. Party members advised that UNC had to
make changes, engage the people more and be a bolder Opposition.
A highlight point was that the, “PNM was weak in government, but
strong as a party. This issue reverberated and held prominence
throughout the parley. Not everyone agreed with this view, but there
was heavy focus on how to make the UNC stronger. Those present,
felt that the UNC needed to strengthen its institutions as a Party,
needed to be a more powerful opposition and prepare for government. Participants were asked to give a sociological state of the
nation-state of Trinidad and Tobago, and to which many poured
scorn on the govern-ment’s leadership almost on all counts of
governance, particularly on the economy, employment, crime and
taxation. Issues like: “constituents and their inputs both to the
Constituency Oﬃce and the Member of Parliament, what are the ingredients required to enable the Caroni Central Constituency strong,
what would the constituents need to make them feel happy and fulﬁlled, and what do they want from the Constituency Executive”. There
were varying responses, and while a few were not too enthusiastic, they share a common con-cern for the success of the operations of the
Constituency Oﬃce and the Member of Parliament. Their voices were blended to make Caroni Central the model one in this country, as
they spoke of the diligence, oratorical and debating skills, academic brilliance and the humane ap-proach, for which Dr. Tewarie was
noted. The Retreat was advised of the many constraints, notably ﬁnances and productivity, which Local Government representatives were
faced, yet they must not be daunted by this setback, but must persevere in order to satisfy the concerns of their representative constituencies. It is univer-sally understood, that councilors must not be messengers of the MP, but rather both must work in unison, thereby
strengthening the mechan-ics of representation. Additionally, this partnership would further consolidate and enhance the concepts of
unity and strength, in the pursu-ance of solving the issues which confront the populace. This initiative must be the hallmark of any form
of representation, especially in the political arena. It is believed that Dr. Tewarie’s style , of “personal touch "of representation augurs well
for the people of Caroni Central, but also the nation as a whole as it is projected that other MPs would emulate this process. One cannot,
but, wait and see how the Constituency organs, whether it be the Local Government representation, Parliamentary Oﬃce Staﬀ, Constituency Executive, and Field Oﬃcers would meet these aspirations and grow with an aura of total success as a people-oriented institution,
and that this body would not only be the unifying force for party politics in its fullest gem as a philosophy of governance and representation, but more importantly making a positive diﬀerence in ushering the UNC as the next govern-ment of Trinidad and Tobago.
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Indian Arrival
Day Means Something
Happy Indian Arrival Day to all Trinis of Indian heritage. Thanks to the struggle of your foreparents you
are beneficiaries for productive legacy and are now in a position to add value to what generations
before you have contributed to family, neighbourhood, community and country and to make your own
contribution to Trinidad and Tobago society and the world.
To all Trinis of other backgrounds respect this day as your own because of the symbolic value of what
a new beginning has meant for your own ancestors and how so many heritages have come together
over time in this small space to make a unique,creative, vibrant and glorious people in a blessed land.
To the Indigenous Peoples, the original Trinis, and those who carry their blood in their veins you have
made this land blessed by welcoming so many from so many lands.
Together we all make a nation with our imperfect past and uncertain present.
But we must build a noble, safe, secure future for many generations together. The past is very important
but it is on the future that we must all focus and act in the present to create a desirable one.
The contribution of the Indian community to Trinidad and Tobago is immense across every aspect of life
and of development. Indians must continue to be productive, enterprising contributors to society. Trinidadians of Indian heritage have been good citizens.
They must continue to set high standards for ethical conduct by ex-ample and must continue to be
good family members, neighbours, friends and citizens.
Distinguish yourselves respect yourselves, show respect to all and use your talent to provide solutions
and make our country and the world better.
Happy Indian Arrival Day.

During the Holy Month
of Ramadan
Dr. Tewarie together with Councillors
and members of his staff, visited
several Mosques in Caroni Central.

Some Community Projects
Accomplished 2017
BOX DRAIN: –

Arena (200ft) constructed opposite Tom’s Bar
Haniff Trace Ext. off La Cuesa (200ft)
Preysal Crown Trace West (220ft)

ROAD PAVING: –

Haniff Trace Ext. (175ft)
Nacir Trace (230ft)
Nelson Road Ext. (300ft)
Installation of exercise equipment
Inshan Ali Recreation Ground Preysal

CLEANING OF
WATER COURSES: –

ROAD PATCHING: –

INSTALLATION OF
TRAFFIC MIRRORS:-

Rajkumar Trace
La Cuesa River
Tewarie Circular
Powdharie Road
Mission Road (Behind Sacha Cosmetics Warehouse)
Mowlah Road
Powdharie Road
Taitt Madoo Road

Melanie Gardens
Taitt Madoo
Preysal Crown Trace West
Kevon Lane Sesame Street

Indian Classical Singing 2016

“The Future of Our Nation”
MP Tewarie inspires SEA students

On Tuesday 25th April, 2017 Dr. Bhoendradatt Tewarie, Member of Parliament for Caroni Central visited primary
schools throughout his constituency to meet with stu-dents who were preparing to sit the SEA exam on May 4th.
He also took the opportu-nity, as he did in 2016, to distribute stationery supplies to these children.
The MP also visited some schools in neighbouring constituencies where many of their students came from
Caroni Central.
During his visit, Dr. Tewarie urged students to focus on their exam, say their prayers and do the best that they
can. He told students “both your teachers and parents have worked very hard to prepare you for this exam and
your parents have gone through many sacrifices to ensure that you get a good education”. MP Tewarie indicated
to the SEA students that they may be very anxious to get the exam over with. However, he wanted them to
remain calm and focused as they get closer to the exam date.
Dr. Tewarie was well received by principals, teachers and students who all showed their appreciation for the visit
and inspirational words.
The schools visited were: Montrose Government, Seereeram Memorial, Edin-burgh Government, Longdenville
Presbyterian, Longdenville Government, Palmiste Government, Caparo RC, Flanagin Town RC, Gran Couva
RC, Upper Carapichaima RC, Preysal Government, Chickland RC, Freeport Presbyterian, Freeport Hindu and
Carapichaima RC.

MP hosts religious leaders in Longdenville

Dr Bhoe Tewarie has hailed the religious strength and capacity of leaders in Caroni Central, and by
extension Trini-dad and Tobago. The occasion was a luncheon hosted by the Caroni Central Constituency on Monday at Signature Hall, Longdenville, Chaguanas. "I want to commend the religious
leaders in Caroni Central for giving spiritual and religious guidance to the commu-nity, especially the
young people. This country needs the fullest support of the scores of religious leaders who are
as-sembled here today," he said. Dr Tewarie said that he was indeed grateful and happy, "to see all
of you, Muslim, Hindu and Christian leaders join-ing in this solemn moment to break bread with
several community and business leaders." He said that religious and spiritual leaders have, "a great
deal to contribute to the over all development of the nation, and this must continue unabated". Dr
Tewarie also spoke of the decaying socio-economic and political situation in Trinidad and Tobago,
and also spoke of the irrelevance of Property Tax which remains an abomination in the politics of our
country, especially at this eco-nomically depressed time. "Trinidad and Tobago is a decaying state,
swiftly moving to the abyss. We need vision and action to take us out of recession and into growth
and prosperity but we also need spiritual help and guidance, and we are grateful to you as spiritual
leaders for your presence and support.”

Gran Couva
Community Effort
On Tuesday, April 11, 2017,
Dr Bhoendradatt Tewarie, Member
of Parliament for Caroni Central
met with resi-dents and members of
the Police Youth Club of Gran
Couva to discuss a holistic development plan for recrea-tion facilities in Gran Couva to accommodate cricket, football, jogging track,
mountain bike trail and police youth
club complex.
The meeting
between the MP, Councillors Anil
Baliram and John Lezama was
arranged by resident Tranel Ghany. Sgt John and WPC Fabian-Logan of the Gran Couva
Police Station attended the meeting. Members of staff of the Caroni Central Constituency
Office were also present to lend support.
During the meeting between the MP and residents the following plan was agreed upon:
1. Immediately: seek to establish electricity and water connection to the ground.
2. Following this; phase by phase development of the facilities.
During the meeting the residents raised several additional concerns about citizen security
and the possible installation of CCTV systems in the area.

Dr. Tewarie complimented residents on the
initiative shown by them to develop facilities
in their community which would benefit all
resi-dents. The MP committed to working
with residents to implement.

Emancipation Day in Chaguanas
Dr. Bhoendradatt Tewarie delivered a short, inspirational address at the Chaguanas Community Centre as residents of the area celebrated Emancipation Day. The focus was on youth
and built around the 2nd Sea Scouts initiative and Marching Band but many adults participated
to give guidance to the young. Dr. Tewarie reminded the audience that the enslavement of
African people, the development of a slave trade and the estab-lishment of slavery as an institution could not be matched as an atrocity by human beings against other human beings. He
said that if we dwelled on that the pain and anger would be too much. He said that it was more
valuable to focus on Emancipation and freedom and what it has meant for all people in the
Carib-bean. He said that Emancipation had significance for all citizens because the end of the
slave trade, the abolition of slavery and the emancipation of enslaved peoples, began the long
march to self government, and Independence throughout the Car-ibbean, for all people who
live here and who came here by subjugation and immigration. He urged all present to be proud
of who they are, to represent others, to live well with one another, to strengthen their fami-lies,
neighbourhoods and communities and to contribute to building a strong, cohesive and united
Trinidad and Tobago.

Faith and Hard Work
Go Together
This is what I shared with members of the Arena community
who en-gaged in a walk for Peace on Saturday morning
followed by prayer at the Arena recreation ground. The
Peace Walk was organized by Pastor Soo Hon and his team
of Church leaders. Councilor for the Freeport/Chickland
area Anil Baliram joined me at the the walk. How did we get
to this place over the last 20 years or so with murders being
committed and lives being taken without conscience.? What
can we do about it? I am not going to talk about politics
today. I will instead speak of par-ents, family, home, school,
neighbourhood , community -- the places where we live and
work and look after our children. Whether we are single
parents, mother and father, extended family, with one child
or several, our first duty from the time a baby is born is to
raise that child well with good values and to look after his/
her health and education so that our children will have place
and opportunity in the world.
That means that adults nerd to set a good example since children learn more from whst they
observe than what they are told.
Beyond the home and family environment, is the
school. School is not a place to abandon our
children to the care of teachers alone. Parents
have a responsibility to influence what happens in
the school and and to shape school life and
culture so that that their children get the best
benefit of education.
When the child comes home and plays with other
children parents have a responsibility to ensure
that their children keep good company and are
engaged in constructive things. How you live with
your neighbours in the neighbourhood and how
you support each other to keep the kids on a
good track and to take care of problems as they
arise, is important. The neighbourhoods in a
Community need to engage each other. That is
what recreation grounds are for, that is what
community centres are for, that is why people
organize family days and community gatherings
and sporting events so that people can come
together to have good clean fun , build good relations and support one an-other. Home, family,
school, neighbourhood, community supported by
individual responsibility-- as simple as it sounds
these things do make a difference.

If you have Faith and are guided by religious teachings, that
also can be of great value. But Pastor Soo Hon said something
important today. He said Faith with-out work is not enough. So
we have to work at bringing up good kids, nurturing good
families, strengthening good neighbourhoods and build-ing
strong communities. That is the basis on which a cohesive
society and strong, purposeful nation is built.
So Trinidad and Tobago is in your hands. Today it seems like
it is in the hands of criminals and gangsters. But you can take
responsibility and make a difference in raising your child and
building your family. In the end what you will be doing is building a nation.
A Happy Easter to each one of you.

Caroni Central Kickstarts 2017
Monday Night Forums at Preysal Secondary
Monday March 13th, 2017 saw the first in a
series of MNFs for 2017 under the direction of
the Hon. Kamla Persad Bissessar, Political
Leader of the UNC. MP Tewarie and his team
were able to mobilize a packed crowd, with
standing room only at the indoor hall of the
Preysal Secondary School. This forum came
at a time when the people of Trinidad and Tobago has been experiencing severe hardship
and the country has been in continuous economic downturn and decline over the past year
and a half. There have been significant job
losses both in the private and the public sector,
increasing unemployment figures, ram-pant
crime with a spiralling murder rate as well as
clear mismanagement of the oil and gas sector.
One may also recall that the UNC had only
recently supported and allowed to be passed
into law, the Tax Information
Exchange
Agreement (TIEA) Bill (commonly known as
FACTA Legislation) on Febru-ary 23rd, 2017.
In supporting this crucial Bill which having
regard to international financial transactions
and the sustainability of the local banking
sector, the Opposition would have lobbied for
a Joint Select Committee (JSC) to ensure
your rights as citizens were not trampled upon
or invaded. Your Opposition in Parliament demonstrated great maturity and respon-sibility in
facilitating the passage of key legislation once
the appropriate and recommended changes
were made in the public’s interest.
Among the many concerns of the Rowley
Government Dr. Tewarie in his speech
highlighted the issues facing the
energy sector, these are,
the existence of a shortage in natural gas
but that is because no investments were
made 2002-2010,

only certain new gas that will be available is
from Juniper and that was because of decisions our gov-ernment made in 2013,
Mismanagement of gas allocation to downstream on the Point Lisas estate.
They are dilly dallying on the gas Master
Plan with no action or decision after 11/2
years.
“It is no wonder, therefore, that the Energy
Sector is in a mess.” The Caroni Central MP
went on to describe possible solutions the
UNC will ensure be put in place. Among these
are;
make sure investment and exploration and
drilling continue
finalize negotiation with BPTT for mutual
gain
look at refining options for Petrotrin from
Guyana, Barbados and other countries in
the region and bring the Unions, workers
and private sector inter-ests into ownership
with a Golden share for the State.
MPTewarie in his speech expressed his satisfaction with the work he was able to accomplish in his con-stituency, “I am glad that we
were able to do constructive things with Preysal Government Primary School, I will continue to press for the school’s construction
and com-pletion. I am glad that we were able
to support Valley Boys and we are working
now with the Preysal Cricket Club. I have,
along with the leader and other colleagues
raised the issue of the Children’s Hospital and
the Cerebral Palsy Centre. We will not give up
on these. And every week, we work to help
individual citizens and other communities.”

Classical Singing returns for
Independence Celebrations
As Trinidad and Tobago approaches its 55th year as an Independent
Nation in August 2017, the Member of Parliament will host his 2nd
Annual Independence Classical Singing Exposition. Last year, 2016
saw the very first of this type of celebration in Caroni Central at the
Preysal High School. The event was marked as a tremendous success
with a packed audience, dancing and entertain-ment from Trinidad and
Tobago’s top classical singers. While putting together the exposition,
Dr. Tewarie remarked, “ It is with a sense of doing something that
needs to be done that, as your member of Parliament, I have made it
possible for you to enjoy this rare occasion of experiencing ten of the
best Indian Classical Singers ever, together on one stage.” The audience could not get enough from local superstars as Rakesh Yankaran,
Sam Boodram, Lily Ramcharan and many more. 2017 Independence
Classical promises to be even bigger than last year’s as constituents
and their friends and families are already planning for the August 20th
event at the same venue, the Preysal High School. There will be no
shortage of entertainment as the nation’s best classical singers are
listed to perform. You will experience music and singing from Rawle
Ranjitsingh, Cintra Sookoo, Dubraj Persad, Rakesh Yankaran,
Moonilal Gildharie, Lily Ramcharan, Manmo-han Gosyne, Ramesh
Basdeo and Naresh Boodram. Come and celebrate with your Member
of Parliament on Sunday 20th August at 3.00 pm sharp, Preysal High
School.

CARONI CENTRAL WEEKLY WALKABOUTS
On a weekly basis the Member of Parliament

The areas that the Member of

for Caroni Central Dr. Bhoendradatt Tewarie,

Parliament has visited to date

accompanied by the Councillors of the Caroni

include:

Central area, his Field Officers and other mem-

• Flanagin Town

bers of staff embark on walkabouts throughout the

• Sharpe Road Caparo

constituency. This is in keeping with the MPs
vision of mak-ing Caroni Central a model constituency and also a means for him to stay in
touch with his constituents. Dr. Tewarie’s aim is to
ensure that everyone in his constitu-ency is
afforded the assistance that they require. Thus
with these scheduled walkabouts, it is an opportunity for him to meet constituents that have not
visited his office and also get a firsthand account
on the various issues affecting residents in
Caroni Central. It also creates awareness for the
respective Councillors of Caroni Central on the
work that needs to be done to enhance the lives
of the constituents. Dr. Tewarie also distributes
his Newsletter and other reading materials which
informs the public of what is taking place
domesti-cally, regionally and internationally, and
explains how these events affects their lives.
During these walkabouts, the Field Officers
attached to the Caroni Central Constituency
Office, records any grievances brought forward
by constituents. These complaints are then taken
to the Caroni Central Constituency Office, where
they are processed and formerly directed to the
relevant Ministry or Authority responsible for handling the grievances. Addi-tionally, the staff at the
Caroni Central Office feverishly cor-responds with
the said Ministries for regular updates on the
progress of the complaint. This is an ongoing
process until our constituents get some sort of
results.

• Thompson Road Palmiste
• Sou Sou Lands Carlsen Field
• Pipecon Road Carlsen Field
• Xeres Road Carlsen Field
• Lime Fruit Road Freeport

Property Tax Amidst
Employment Cutbacks
The Rowley Government is undeniably
poised to leave behind an unforgettable
legacy, from an unprecedented number
of workers being sent home to historic
declines in GDP ever witnessed in Trinidad & Tobago. This current administration seems to be waiting on the perfect
opportunity to actually start work. Unfortunately, for the people of our nation,
we are all left waiting for the curtain of
economic uncertainty to fall, while the
Minister or Finance contrives a golden
parachute -for his cohorts- by levying
the very homes in which now bread-line
workers can no longer aﬀord to keep
their families.

CALCULATING PROPERTY TAX
Property Tax is calculated based on the
potential of a piece of property to generate revenue. Whether or not this happens -that the property actually generates revenue- according to the proposed
legislation is of no regard to the tax that
is levied. As an example, and to keep it
simple, if a property can fetch a $36,000
annual rental value, then the residential
property tax payable annually is 2.7% of
that, amounting to $972. The computed
rate of 2.7% varies depending on agricultural, commercial or residential.

WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW CAN'T
HURT YOU!
Dr. Tewarie has strongly debated the
timing of this tax before Parliament.
Given the current economic climate,
additional tax legislation solves a particular problem that this Rowley Government is yet to get a handle on, generating revenue (for the current administration to spend). The implication of
this particular strategy for revenue generation is not only in the amount being
paid by property owners, but also in the
inﬂation of rental rates for everyday
people who are already struggling to just
make ends meet. Additionally, companies aﬀected by the Property Tax, inevitably pass on the cost of increased rent
or tax to the consumer. You won't actually see a line item on your next grocery
bill for property tax, but a further rise in
the prices of consumer goods is unavoidable; resulting in further economic
contraction.
Also in Parliament, Dr. Tewarie has
clearly voiced opposition for the lack on
the current government's part to adequately prepare for this tax in terms of
resources and personnel. Uniform tax
rates and computerized billing -as
claimed by the Rowley Government- are
of little value if resources and personnel
are not in place to handle ﬁling and collection of monies. Furthermore, the unclear nature of how the tax will be applied and how much tax people will
have to pay, lay the ground for subjectivity and craftsmanship at a time when
transparency is paramount.

One of the most eﬀective ways to lobby
for the people is to get involved with the
people. As such, the Member of Parliament for Caroni Central, Dr. Bhoe Tewarie has arranged a number of events
to resist an unfair Property Tax including, a Public Property Tax Forum and a
Motorcade.
The Property Tax Forum was held on
the 25th of April at the Caroni Central
Constituency Oﬃce, where it welcomed
over 60 constituents. As much as 15
speakers were able to voice their concerns toward the implementation of the
tax. The MP had also engaged in a Motorcade, which began at the Constituency Oﬃce and joined other Central
constituencies at the Couva South Hall,
where a meeting was held for the Property Tax resistance. There was a large
turnout of constituents engaged in this
protest against the tax.
Home ownership is a privilege; as a citizen of Trinidad & Tobago it is your right
to work hard and purchase a home or
property in which you and your family
can live and feel safe. Levying a tax on
something for which already-taxed incomes are paying is double taxation.
Where does it end?

Our Offices are always open to members of the public.
Tuesdays is the designated day to meet with your
MP. The office opening hours are from 8:00am— 4:00pm .
Assistance is rendered in the following areas:
Infrastructural issues aﬀecting residents and community; drainage,
roads, recreational grounds etc.
Issues related to government ministries eg. Ministry of National Security,
Works etc…
Street lighting
Social Development— Self Help, NSDP Grants, Food Cards.
Agricultural and Farming issues
Employment
Health related matters—emergency surgeries, etc..

Contact us:

Caroni Central Constituency Office
Lot B Corner Nelson & Mission Road, Freeport.

Tel: 223 - 7184/223 - 7186

Email: mptewariecaronicentral@outlook.com

Follow us on Facebook

Caroni Central, MP Dr. Bhoe Tewarie

